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JSL GLOBAL – DOHA (QATAR) 
 
 

 
TERMS & CONDITIONS 
            

1. The above quote does not include any type of Insurance 
  

2. Rate valid only for “GENERAL & STANDARD DIMENSION/WEIGHT CARGO” if not specified in above 
quote separately.  

3. Subject to vessel's space 
4. Subject to equipment availability 

 
5. Transit time and validities to be intended as merely estimate due to external facts (weather, 

environmental, social, etc. out of our control or will.  
6. Above is FOB quote so all local charges at Original & Destination will be applicable separately. 

 
  
 

 
The Docs requirement (If shipment is Door Delivery –DDU/DDP to QATAR/Qatar/KSA) 

 

1) Commercial invoice signed / stamped by shipper and attested by chamber of commerce  
2) Packing list duly signed / stamped by shipper and number of pkg.  / weight should tally with each docs  
3) COO issued by chamber of commerce  
4) Any type of government approval (If applicable) e.g. SASO / CONFIRMATIVE CERTIFICATE 

 
5) Shipper/consignee should have all approval and License for Export/import. Any failure in such case and if 

shipment is DDU/DDP, we are not responsible for any Port/shipping line detention/demurrage/Storage. 
 

 
 
Ocean Standard Trading Clause 

 
1) Quoted pricing is only applicable for dry and general cargoes. Quoted pricing is not applicable for reefer, 

perishable, ISO tank, DG/Hazardous, odd size and long length cargoes if not specified in our above 
quote.  

2) Quoted pricing is including BAF, FAF, CAF, YAS, GRI, RRI, PSS, etc. and subject to prevailing market 
rates at the time of shipment.  

3) Quoted pricing excludes all origin and destination shipping line charges, stuffing/ unsnuffing fees, 
port/wharf fees, L/C document processing, invoice/packing list processing, courier fees, overtime, special 
handling (e.g. fumigation), inspection surcharges (e.g. SGS/Customs Inspection), etc.  

4) Quoted pricing excludes detention, demurrage, port storage charges, special equipment, heavy lift, tri-
axle usage charges, etc.  

5) Quoted pricing excludes Tariff & Customs Duty and Local Taxes (e.g. GST, VAT, Sales Tax, Service Tax, 
Cess, etc.). Duties and taxes payable will be borne by shipper/consignee.  

6) Quoted pricing excludes insurance. JSL GLOBAL INTERNATIONAL can arrange insurance on request. 
We suggest shipper/consignee should have ALL RISK Warehouse to Warehouse Insurance always.  

7) Quoted pricing is subject to changes due to government, port authorities, carriers and service provider’s 
decisions.  

8) Origin and destination transportation services subject to local rules and regulations. Cargo weighing more 
than specified limit for 20’ will be charged extra. 
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